
 
 

25 September 2020 

 

Shri Roy Mathrani 

Chairperson-GASAB 

Government Accountings Standards Advisory Board 

Office of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, 

10, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, 

New Delhi - 110 124 

Telephone : 91-11-23237855, 23216819 

 

Subj: Existing government system of accounting is making India poorer 

 

Dear Shri Mathrani, 

Greetings from Goa! We are writing to draw the attention of GASAB to an important error 

in the way the Indian government treats mineral sale proceeds.  

 

Background 

Under Article 295 of the Indian constitution, sub-soil minerals are largely owned by the 

state. Further, the Supreme Court has ruled that the Public Trust Doctrine is a part of 

Article 21, Right to Life, and held in Fomento Resorts vs Minguel Martins [(2009) 3 SCC 

571] that “natural resources including forests, water bodies, rivers, sea shores, etc. are 

held by the State as a trustee on behalf of the people and especially the future 

generations.”  

Following from this, India’s National Mineral Policy 2019
1
 declares, “Natural resources, 

including minerals, are a shared inheritance where the state is the trustee on behalf of the 

people to ensure that future generations receive the benefit of inheritance. State 

Governments will endeavour to ensure that the full value of the extracted minerals is 

received by the State.” 

 

 

                                              
1
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    The Issue 

Natural resources, including minerals, are a part of the “commons” – assets held in trust 

ultimately by the citizens and future generations of Indians. Since mining usually results in 

the sale of the mineral extracted, royalties and now auction premia are the consideration for 

the minerals extracted. The IMF, IPSASB (International Public Sector Accounting 

Standard Board) and UN standards for government & national accounting, statistics and 

disclosure & the equivalent Indian standards treat such receipts from minerals as “windfall 

revenues” rather than “capital receipts on account of the sale of a non-renewable natural 

resource trust asset.” This is a major accounting anomaly, similar to the funding of pension 

liabilities on a pay-as-you-go basis, but with even bigger and more dangerous implications.  

Ever since the historic MMDR Amendment Act, 2015, leases for major minerals are being 

auctioned off across India. The Indian government estimates that as a result of 97 auctions 

of major mineral blocks, states will receive an estimated Rs. 692,205.17 crore by way of 

auction premia, over and on top of Rs. 119,087.13 crore that they would have received as 

royalty under the earlier regime.
2
  

Our shared inheritance of mineral wealth is being sold, with the states as owner trustees 

receiving consideration in exchange for the sale of the mineral wealth, in this case for an 

estimated Rs. 811,292.30 crore. This amount isn’t revenue or a tax. It is merely the 

consideration received in exchange for the mineral wealth – an inherited asset. The 

government is converting mineral wealth into financial wealth by selling oil. Consuming 

this financial wealth actually depletes the state government’s wealth. The nation would then 

be poorer. In the process, it will have ruined its forests, endangered the flora and fauna as 

well as the way of life of the local inhabitants, especially the indigenous people. This is 

unsustainable and immoral. 

The consequences aren’t pretty. We are opening up huge tracts of thickly forested land 

largely because of the “revenue” that will be received by the state governments. How 

would ordinary citizens view this project to consume the family gold? If they realize that 

they are selling their children’s jeydaad in order to consume the proceeds, would things 

change? 

 

Who we are 

The Goa Foundation is a non-governmental organization (NGO) in India with a long 

history of work on the environmental issues involved in mining minerals. The Foundation 

also works on the conservation of Goa's beaches, forests, mountains and agricultural fields.  

The Foundation petitioned the Supreme Court of India in 2012 to cure illegal mining then 

rampant in the State of Goa. The Supreme Court allowed the petition in 2014, declared 

                                              
2
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mining activity over a 5-year period illegal, and issued directions that in future, 10% of the 

sale value of iron ore would be transferred to a new Goa Iron Ore Permanent Fund to meet 

the demands of intergenerational equity.
3
 

This direction by a court to set up a Permanent Fund is a first for India and, to our 

knowledge, a global judicial precedent. Pursuant to the judgement, the Government of 

India amended mineral regulations to ensure that in future all leases for extraction of 

minerals would be auctioned to get the maximum returns to the public exchequer 

 

Initial note 

On 5-Oct-2016, we had written to the members and technical advisors of GASAB about 

this issue (copy enclosed). In the note titled “Mitigating the Resource Curse by improving 

Government Accounting,” prepared by our research cell headed by Mr. Rahul Basu, we 

explained how a) there are two competing metaphors for mineral receipts in those contexts 

where governments own the minerals – “windfall revenue” and “sale of common trust 

assets”; b) the origins of these metaphors; c) how “windfall revenue” drives many resource 

curse and broader global issues; d) how the use of the “common trust asset” metaphor 

would alleviate a whole range of resource curse issues while enabling the clinching of 

SDGs, and even perhaps create a path towards solving the environmental crisis. The note 

discusses the incredible scale of real world negative outcomes, compares government with 

private sector accounting, the relationship with natural capital accounting, and concludes 

with a set of recommendations. 

 

Response to FAQs 

We received a variety of responses from IPSASB, researchers and other stakeholders to 

our initial note. In general, commenters agree that accounting for mineral receipts as a sale 

of assets is reasonable. Their principal concern is that we were being naïve and overstating 

the likely impact on altering political behaviour. We have prepared a consolidated 

response to the comments, and clarified our proposals in the attached note titled “Response 

to FAQs” prepared in August 2017 & sent to the IPSASB, IMF & others. 

In our response, we show there are 2 different aspects of concern with the present 

accounting conventions. First is the mis-treatment of mineral receipts (where governments 

own the minerals) as “revenue” for calculating the deficit. The second is the non-

recognition of losses in value while selling minerals. We illustrate this with the case of 

Goa, where over the period 2004-12, the reported revenue deficit was 2.46% of reported 

GDP. If we correct the figures to incorporate the losses in value, the true revenue deficit is 

41.74% of true GDP. This is not sustainable. 
                                              
3
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Shared inheritance paradigm leads to better outcomes 

In a recently published paper titled “Minerals are a shared inheritance: Accounting for the 

resource curse,” Basu & Pegg (2020)
4
 go further and show that if we treat minerals as a 

shared inheritance, then the public sector net worth is an important variable to measure. 

Further, they argue that under the public trust doctrine, the corpus of the public trust 

becomes an important variable to measure. In Indian terms, minerals, mineral sale 

proceeds and the investments from these capital receipts would form part of the public 

account. 

They go to show that if we consistently manage mineral wealth as a shared inheritance, the 

economic outcomes are significantly superior while being sustainable and equitable. In 

summary, the savings rate of the economy goes up, the returns on the new investments are 

difficult to beat, part of the real return would be saved further raising the growth rate, 

rising inequality will be stemmed which in turn will lead to widespread prosperity and 

improve growth even further. 

 

Reaction from global standards setters 

Subsequent to this advocacy, the IPSASB has placed a new IPSAS on Natural Resources 

as the top priority in its Work Plan 2019-23
5
. The Project Brief was approved at the March 

2020 meeting of the IPSASB. A broad Consultation Paper is in development with the 

target of being presented at the March 2021 IPSASB meeting. 

In August 2018, Mr. Rahul Basu travelled to Washington where he had an extensive 

meeting with the IMF, led by the relevant department STA-GFS (Statistics – Government 

Finance Statistics) to discuss this issue. Subsequently, he has discussed this with the 

Government Finance Statistics Advisor at SARTTAC, New Delhi.  

Finally, the UN Statistical Commission met earlier in March 2020, and it has decided to 

start a continuous process of updating the System of National Accounts (SNA). In 

practice, we understand that a fairly large number of priority issues have been identified, 

which include the issue of dealing with the sale of mineral wealth in the national accounts. 

We understand that task forces have been set up to look at each priority issue and come up 

with guidance notes. These would be piloted in countries to examine the outcomes. 

Eventually, in 2025, these would be collated into an SNA revision. 

 

 

 

                                              
4 https://ideas.repec.org/p/pra/mprapa/102270.html 
5 https://medium.com/@thefutureweneed/at-the-end-of-february-an-important-but-little-noticed-step-to-mitigating-the-resource-

curse-and-999f9e831a68 
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Reactions in India 

As we have mentioned, India’s National Mineral Policy 2019 clearly declares that 

minerals are a shared inheritance, and that states will endeavour to ensure that the full 

value of the minerals will be received by the states. Earlier, the Ministry of Finance, in its 

Economic Survey 2017, had recognized the same position. 

 

This is all based on the Constitution of India, as explained at pages 3-5 of our attached 

representation on the draft National Mineral Policy.  

 

Action sought from GASAB 

In keeping with the GASAB mission of “improving standards of Governmental accounting 

and financial reporting which will enhance the quality of decision-making and public 

accountability,” we suggest the following changes to the standards, especially IGFRS 3 - 

Revenue from Government Exchange Transactions,
6
 the General Financial Rules 2017,

7
 

and the National Accounts Statistics – Sources and Methods 2012
8
 as updated by Changes 

in methodology and data sources in the new series of national accounts 2015
9
: 

1. Issue clear guidance / standards that amounts received in exchange for the alienation of 

the shared inheritance of mineral wealth be treated in the hands by the seller of the 

mineral wealth as Miscellaneous Capital Receipts, part of Non-Debt Capital Receipts, 

and not “revenue”.  

                                              
6
 http://gasab.gov.in/gasab/pdf/IGFRS-3-Revenue-from-Government-exchange-transactions.pdf 

7 https://doe.gov.in/order-circular/general-financial-rules2017-0 
8 http://mospi.nic.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/sources_method_2012%20(1).pdf 
9 http://mospi.nic.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/Changes_in_Methodology_NS_2011-12_June_2015.pdf 
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2. When valuing minerals under the excellent Concept Paper on Natural Resource 

Accounting in India (2020)
10

 prepared by the GASAB secretariat, it is important that 

the true value of the mineral in the hands of the mineral owner, i.e., the economic rent 

or resource rent, be used for valuing the mineral wealth. We note that this is different 

from both the valuation methodologies suggested, one of which is based on the 

“revenues” to the Governments and the second is based on the market price of the 

mineral. Without an estimate of the Resource Rent, the true loss to the corpus of the 

public trust and the public sector net worth would not be recognized. However, the 

value of the minerals must form part of the assets of the public trust. 

3. The difference between the Resource Rent of the minerals extracted and the capital 

receipts on account of the sale of the minerals be accounted for as a Loss on the books 

of the relevant public trustee. Certainly, net worth has declined to this extent. For 

example, from the ongoing auctions, we can estimate that for leases that have been 

granted without auctions, owners suffer a loss rate of 81%
11

. Put simply, if we would 

receive Rs. 100 through auctions, we would receive Rs. 19 on the pre-auction leases. 

4. We suggest that as an interim measure, the treatment of mineral sale receipts be phased 

over from “revenue” to capital over a period of 5 years for royalties. All auction 

premia, signing bonuses and other amounts payable as consideration for the mineral 

should immediately be accounted for as capital receipts. 

5. Similarly, as an initial step, the loss may be disclosed as part of a table of Capital 

Foregone, as a parallel to the table on Revenue Foregone. 

6. All receipts from the sale of mineral wealth should be part of the public trust, itself part 

of the Public Account. The corpus of the Goa Iron Ore Permanent Fund be treated as 

part of the public trust, and therefore part of the Public Account of Goa, not the 

Consolidated Fund 

 

Conclusion 

We feel it is necessary to petition GASAB to urgently issue guidance to correct this error 

in the accounting, statistical and disclosure standards for minerals. It is clear – given the 

quantum of public funds involved – that this is possibly the single largest issue facing 

resource-rich states.  

This is more than an accounting issue. Properly speaking, it is an ethical and moral issue. 

It is deeply linked to whether we can as human beings change our current mindset for a 

                                              
10 https://cag.gov.in/content/concept-paper-natural-resource-accounting-india-initiative-gasab 
11

 Rs.119,087.13 crore is estimated royalty. Including DMF @ 30% and NMET @ 2% of royalty, we would receive 

Rs. 157,195.01 crore. Total receipts under auctions is Rs. 825,582.75 crore, implying a loss of Rs. 668,387.74 crore. 
This is a loss rate of 80.1% (668387.74/825582.75). 
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better and more just way of handling these assets. It is also directly connected to the 

persistent extreme poverty and growing inequality the world has experienced in the past 

half century.  

Making the suggested changes would help resource-rich states and their people to 

break/dispel the resource curse, which has its origins, at least in part, in a faulty 

government accounting standard. The problem is huge – millions of people suffer from the 

resource curse – and the suggested change is tiny in comparison. 

We hope that your office will acknowledge the receipt of this communication. 

Yours faithfully, 

 
(Dr. Claude Alvares) 

Director 

 

 

Encl: 1. Letter dated 5-Oct-2016 addressed to Members & Technical Advisors of 

GASAB 

 2. Mitigating the Resource Curse by improving Government Accounting 

 3. Response to FAQs 

 4. Basu, R., Pegg, S., 2020. Minerals are a Shared Inheritance: Accounting for 

the Resource Curse, The Extractive Industries and Society, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.exis.2020.08.001 

 5. Goa Foundation representation on the draft National Mineral Policy 
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